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Attention acts, through cortical feedback pathways, to enhance the response of cells encoding expected or
predicted information. Such observations are inconsistent with the predictive coding theory of cortical
function which proposes that feedback acts to suppress information predicted by higher-level cortical
regions. Despite this discrepancy, this article demonstrates that the predictive coding model can be used
to simulate a number of the effects of attention. This is achieved via a simple mathematical rearrange-
ment of the predictive coding model, which allows it to be interpreted as a form of biased competition
model. Nonlinear extensions to the model are proposed that enable it to explain a wider range of data.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The predictive coding (PC) model of cortical visual information
processing (Rao & Ballard, 1999) proposes a hierarchical neural
network architecture in which perception is accomplished via the
interaction of top-down expectation and sensory-driven analysis.
Rather than passively responding to the output activity generated
by preceding stages of cortical processing, PC proposes that higher
levels of cortex actively predict the input they expect to receive.
Furthermore, it is proposed that cortical feedback connections con-
vey predictions while cortical feedforward connections convey
residual errors between these top-down predictions and the bot-
tom-up input. Hence PC, in common with several previous theories
(e.g., Barlow 1994, chap. 1; Mumford, 1992), hypothesises that cor-
tical feedback connections act to suppress information which is
predicted by higher-level cortical regions. It has previously been
noted (Hamker, 2006; Koch & Poggio, 1999) that this role for cor-
tical feedback appears to be inconsistent with physiological data
showing that the effects of cortical feedback are predominately
excitatory (Johnson & Burkhalter, 1997; Shao & Burkhalter,
1996). In particular, the inhibitory cortical feedback proposed in
the predictive coding model seems inconsistent with single-cell
electrophysiological experiments exploring the effects of attention.
In such experiments, attention is manipulated by inducing an
expectation about the location or features of a subsequently pre-
sented stimulus. This has been shown to produce an increase in
the amplitude of the neural activity generated in response to an at-
tended (i.e., predicted) stimulus (Hupé et al., 1998; Kastner &
Ungerleider, 2000; Luck, Chelazzi, Hillyard, & Desimone, 1997a;ll rights reserved.Olson, 2001; Schroeder, Mehta, & Foxe, 2001). Given the apparent
inconsistency between the predictions of PC and the empirical data
it would be unexpected that PC could be used to simulate single-
cell electrophysiological data associated with attention. However,
this article demonstrates that attention experiments can be simu-
lated, very easily, using the PC model.
A neural network implementation of PC requires two popula-
tions of neurons to model each cortical region (see Fig. 1a). First,
a population of prediction nodes is required to provide top-down
predictions to earlier processing stages. Second, a population of er-
ror-detecting nodes is required to calculate the residual error be-
tween the top-down predictions and the bottom-up input.
Descriptions of PC tend to emphasise the importance of the er-
ror-detecting nodes, and hence stress the suppression of activity
caused in these nodes by top-down predictions. However, this
emphasis is misleading as the prediction nodes, which are required
to maintain an active representation of the (predicted) input, are
equally important to the functioning of the model. These predic-
tion nodes are equivalent to the representational nodes employed
in many biased competition (BC) models. Indeed, it is shown in
Section 2 (and Spratling, submitted for publication) that PC is
mathematically equivalent to a particular form of BC model in
which nodes compete via negative feedback (Harpur et al., 1994;
Harpur & Prager, 1996; Spratling & Johnson, 2004). It is for this rea-
son that the responses generated by the prediction nodes in the PC
model can be used to simulate attention data.
One limitation of the PC model is that it is purely linear. A more
computationally powerful model might include nonlinearities.
Hence, this article also proposes a nonlinear version of PC and
demonstrates that this can more accurately simulate the effects
of attention. It is also shown to provide a theoretical explanation,
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Fig. 1. (a) A simpliﬁed diagram of the predictive coding model as implemented by
Rao and Ballard (1999). (b) The predictive coding model reformulated as a form of
biased competition model. Rectangles represent populations of neurons, with y
labelling populations of prediction nodes and e labelling populations of error-det-
ecting neurons. Open arrows signify excitatory connections, ﬁlled arrows indicate
inhibitory connections, crossed connections signify a many-to-many connectivity
pattern between nodes in two populations, parallel connections indicate a one-to-
one mapping between the nodes in two populations, and large shaded boxes, with
rounded corners, indicate the proposed mapping of the model onto different cort-
ical areas or processing stages.
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Lamme, & Spekreijse, 2000), for the role of attention in solving
the binding problem.
2. Methods
2.1. Predictive coding
Rao and Ballard (1999) implemented PC using a model in which the responses
(y) of the prediction nodes (at a particular stage of the hierarchy, i.e., Si) were cal-
culated using the following equation:
ySi  ySi þ fWSi½x ðWSiÞTySi þ gðytd  ySiÞ  #ySi ð1Þ
where superscripts of the form Si indicate processing stage i of the hierarchical neu-
ral network, ySi ¼ ½ySi1 ; . . . ; ySin T is a vector of prediction node activations,
x ¼ ½x1; . . . ; xmT ¼ yS0 is a vector of inputs to the hierarchy (coming from a more
peripheral cortical or thalamic region that is not explicitly modelled),
ytd ¼ ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 is the top-down prediction from the next highest stage,
WSi ¼ ½wSi1 ; . . . ;wSin T is an n bymmatrix of synaptic weight values, each row of which
contains the feedforward weights received by a single node, and f; g, and # are con-
stant scale factors. Note that in certain simulations presented by Rao and Ballard
(1999) a variation on the above algorithm was used which imposed additional con-
straints on the sparsity of the response. This was achieved through a sigmoid nonlin-
earity applied to the term in square brackets and by using a different function of ySi
following parameter #. The above equation has been derived using Euler’s method to
convert the differential equation actually proposed by Rao and Ballard (1999) into a
discrete time form suitable for numerical simulation. The dynamics of the original
differential equation can be approximated to different degrees of precision by scaling
parameters f; g, and # to effectively modify the time step used.
Substituting for ytd and rearranging the above equation, results in:
ySi  ySi þ fWSi½x ðWSiÞTySi  g½ySi  ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1  #ySi
If we deﬁne e to be a vector of error-detecting node activations, such that:
eSi1 ¼ ySi1  ðWSiÞTySi and ðequivalentlyÞ eSi ¼ ySi  ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 ð2Þ
and set ySi1 ¼ xwhen i ¼ 1, then the responses of the prediction nodes are given by:
ySi  ð1 #ÞySi þ fWSieSi1  geSi ð3Þ
The values of y and e are iteratively updated (while the input, x, is held constant) in
order to ﬁnd the steady-state values for the node activations.
An illustration of a hierarchical neural network implementation of Eqs. (2) and
(3) is shown in Fig. 1a. Only a simple, two stage, hierarchy is shown for clarity, but a
practical model would include a convergence of connections from nodes with smal-
ler non-overlapping receptive ﬁelds (RFs) in lower levels in order to provide nodesin higher levels with larger RFs. The neural implementation of the PC model
employed by Rao and Ballard (1999) was more complicated than that shown in
Fig. 1a. In their implementation each cortical region contained four separate popu-
lations of neurons. However, the network shown in Fig. 1a is equivalent to their
model and retains its essential features such as excitatory feedforward connections,
and inhibitory feedback connections, between different cortical regions, and feed-
forward excitation and feedback inhibition between the y and e populations within
each cortical region. This network is also very similar to the architecture proposed
by Friston (2005).
2.2. Reformulating predictive coding as biased competition
We can reformulate PC by substituting the deﬁnition of eSi from Eq. (2) into the
third term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (3) to yield the following equations for the
updates to the error-detecting and prediction nodes:
eSi1 ¼ ySi1  ðWSiÞTySi
ySi  ð1 #ÞySi þ fWSieSi1  gySi þ gðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1
Furthermore, the different populations of error-detecting nodes can be re-labelled
(by adding 1 to the processing stage each e population is assigned to) without having
any effect on functionality, such that:
eSi ¼ ySi1  ðWSiÞTySi ð4Þ
ySi  ð1 g #ÞySi þ fWSieSi þ gðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 ð5Þ
A neural network implementing Eqs. (4) and (5) is shown in Fig. 1b. The substi-
tution of eSi into the equation for ySi has the effect of modifying the mechanism
used to enable the activity in one population of y units to enhance the activity
of nodes in the preceding population of y units. The original model employed a
two stage inhibitory feedback pathway (via the e neurons) from the y population
in one stage to that in the preceding stage. In contrast, the reformulated model
produces a mathematically identical result using direct excitatory feedback from
one population of prediction nodes to the preceding one. The re-labelling of the
error-detecting nodes has the effect of shifting the assignment of neural popula-
tions to processing stages and hence changes the proposed mapping of the algo-
rithm onto cortical regions (as illustrated by the large shaded boxes, with
rounded corners, in Fig. 1). The original PC network (Fig. 1a) requires feedback
from one cortical area to the preceding area to be predominantly inhibitory
whereas the reformulated PC architecture (Fig. 1b) predicts that the effects of
cortical feedback are predominately excitatory. The latter is more consistent with
cortical physiology (Johnson & Burkhalter, 1997; Shao & Burkhalter, 1996) and
hence the reformulated model proposes the more biologically plausible neural
architecture.
Up to this point the model is mathematically identical to the linear model
proposed by Rao and Ballard (1999): Eqs. (4) and (5) are simply Eq. (1) re-writ-
ten in a different form. However, in its current form this model only allows for a
straight chain of processing stages, so that each stage receives feedforward input
from one preceding stage and feedback from a single subsequent stage. To gen-
eralise the model so as to allow more complex hierarchies to be simulated, it is
necessary to allow a processing stage to receive inputs from multiple sources. To
allow multiple sources of feedforward input, it is simply necessary to replace
ySi1 in Eq. (4) with a column vector made of a concatenation of all the feedfor-
ward inputs to processing stage Si. These inputs sources could be vectors of node
activations calculated at lower-levels in the hierarchy and/or arrays of external
inputs.
To allow multiple sources of feedback, Eq. (5) needs to be modiﬁed. In Eq. (5),
feedback excitation received from each individual node in the subsequent stage
in the hierarchy is summed to determine the overall top-down excitation received
by a prediction node. Hence, feedback from all other possible sources should be
treated in exactly the same way (i.e., summed), so that:
ySi  ð1 g #ÞySi þ fWSieSi þ g½ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 þ ðWSzÞTySz þ . . .
where the term in square brackets is simply the sum of the feedback received from
each separate source of top-down excitation. These feedback signals can originate
from node activations calculated at higher-levels in the hierarchy and/or external
inputs.
To include attention in the model, it is assumed that attentional feedback is
treated exactly the same as feedback from higher stages in the hierarchy. Only
one source of additional feedback to each modelled cortical region is assumed.
Speciﬁcally, a processing stage (Si) receives attentional feedback from a popula-
tion of nodes with activations yAi via a set of feedback weights ðWAiÞT. These
attentional signals are assumed to arise from circuitry not explicitly modelled
here. For convenience, the above equation for ySi is split into two separate equa-
tions, the ﬁrst (Eq. (7)) describing how prediction node activations change with
bottom-up stimulation and the second, Eq. (8), describing the top-down inﬂu-
ences on the prediction node activations. This results in a ﬁnal description of
the linear model as follows:
eSi ¼ ySi1  ðWSiÞTySi ð6Þ
ySi  ð1 g #ÞySi þ fWSieSi ð7Þ
ySi  ySi þ g½ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 þ ðWAiÞTyAi ð8Þ
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Fig. 2. A simple, two stage, processing hierarchy used in the simulations reported in this article. The symbols used are the same as in Fig. 1.
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is shown in Fig. 2. This reformulated model can be interpreted as a form of BC model
in which cortical regions at neighbouring stages along an information processing
pathway are reciprocally connected by excitatory feedforward and feedback con-
nections, and neurons (the y population) within each population compete to be ac-
tive. The outcome of this competition will be inﬂuenced by both the bottom-up
stimulation received from earlier processing stages and the top-down activation re-
ceived from higher-levels (including sources of attention). The type of competition
used in this reformulated predictive coding model is very similar to that proposed
by Harpur et al. (1994), Harpur and Prager (1996), in which neurons within a region
compete via a form of lateral inhibition in which nodes suppress the inputs (rather
than the outputs) of other nodes. Speciﬁcally, activation from the prediction nodes
is fed-back to subtractively inhibit the inputs to those nodes. This calculation of the
inhibited input activities is performed in a separate neural population of error-
detecting nodes. A similar mechanism of inhibition, in which nodes suppress the in-
puts to neighbouring nodes, has previously been used to successfully implement a
BC model (Spratling & Johnson, 2004). However in this previous model, the inhibi-
tion was proposed to take place within the dendrites of the output neurons rather
than within a separate, error-detecting, neural population.
The model described by Eqs. (6)–(8) is mathematically identical to the linear PC
model described by Rao and Ballard (1999) with a minor modiﬁcation to allow
external sources of attention to inﬂuence prediction node activities. As discussed
in the preceding paragraph, this model can also be interpreted as a form of BC. It
will, therefore, be referred to as the linear PC/BC model.
2.3. Introducing nonlinearities
Up to this point the model is purely linear. In this section two changes to the
model will be proposed, both of which introduce nonlinearities. The ﬁrst modiﬁca-
tion is to change the mechanism of competition used by replacing Eqs. (6) and (7)
with:
eSi ¼ ySi1 ðþ ðW^SiÞTySiÞ ð9Þ
ySi  ðþ ySiÞ WSieSi ð10Þ
where WSi is a matrix of synaptic weight values normalised such that the sum of
each row (i.e., the total weight received by each node) is equal to one. cWSi is a matrix
representing the same synaptic weight values as W but such that the rows are nor-
malised to have a maximum value of one. The parameter  is a small constant (i.e.,
1 1010) that prevents division-by-zero errors in the calculation of e and allows
the values of y to increase from an initial value of zero, and and  indicate ele-
ment-wise division and multiplication, respectively.
The mechanism used in the linear PC/BC model applies subtractive inhibition to
the inputs of the prediction nodes. The proposed method employs a mechanism of
competition in which nodes divisively modulate their inputs. This is described as
‘divisive modulation’ of the inputs, rather than divisive inhibition, as the values
of e generated by Eq. (9) will often be larger than the corresponding x value: the
divisor of the division is not guaranteed to be larger than the dividend, and hence
the inputs to the prediction nodes could be magniﬁed as well as inhibited. This
method is similar to an on-line version of the activation update rule used in the
non-negative matrix factorisation algorithm (Lee & Seung, 1999) and has been
shown to generate more accurate parsings of images into their elementary compo-
nents than the subtractive feedback mechanism used in the linear model (Spratling,
De Meyer, & Kompass, submitted for publication). An additional advantage of this
mechanism is that the values of e and y are inherently bounded to be non-negative.
In contrast, in the linear PC/BC model both error-detecting and prediction nodes are
required to be able to signal both positive and negative values. Since biological neu-
rons have ﬁring rates that can never be negative the proposed nonlinear mechanism
of competition overcomes a biological implausibility of the linear model.
The second modiﬁcation is to allow excitatory feedback from one processing
stage to the preceding stage to be modulatory rather than additive; i.e., to replace
Eq. (8) with:ySi  ySi  ð1þ g½ðWSiþ1ÞTySiþ1 þ ðWAiÞTyAiÞ ð11Þ
Cortical feedback has been observed to multiplicatively modulate the bottom-
up driven activation of lower-level neurons (Andersen, Essick, & Siegel, 1985; Brot-
chie, Andersen, Snyder, & Goodman, 1995; McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Motter,
1993; Treue, 2001; Williford & Maunsell, 2006). While these modulatory effects
might be brought about by the interplay between linear mechanisms of excitation
and inhibition (Reynolds & Chelazzi, 2004), several physiological mechanisms have
been identiﬁed that could allow cortical feedback to have a direct modulatory effect
on neural responses (Friston, 2005; Larkum, Senn, & Lüscher, 2004; Spruston, 2008;
Sripati & Johnson, 2006). Consideration of computational requirements have also
lead to arguments in favour of cortical feedback being modulatory, rather than
additive (Crick & Koch, 1998; Grossberg & Raizada, 2000; Roelfsema, 2006), for
example, in order to avoid top-down expectation producing strong responses to
stimuli for which there is no supporting evidence (i.e., to prevent the ‘‘hallucina-
tion” of image features that are not present).
The model described by Eqs. (9)–(11) will be referred to as the nonlinear PC/BC
model. This model can also be implemented using the neural architecture shown in
Fig. 2.
3. Results
To demonstrate that predictive coding can be used to model
cortical biased competition both the linear PC/BC model (Eqs.
(6)–(8)) and the nonlinear PC/BC model (Eqs. (9)–(11)) were used
to simulate empirical data associated with attention. A simple
two-stage hierarchy, as illustrated in Fig. 2, was used in all simula-
tions. These two processing stages are assumed to correspond to
two neighbouring cortical regions along the ventral pathway. The
lower region received input from a more peripheral cortical or tha-
lamic region (that was not explicitly modelled) and each process-
ing stage could receive attentional signals (also assumed to arise
from circuitry not explicitly modelled here).
For experiments on spatial attention it was assumed that differ-
ential feedback would be received by ventral regions with RFs at an
appropriate scale to deﬁne the attended region. Hence, attention to
the spatial location occupied by one stimulus would preferentially
enhance the response of the corresponding node representing that
stimulus in the lower stage of the hierarchy. In contrast, for object-
based attention it was assumed that feedback signals are received
by nodes higher up the ventral pathway which are selective to the
attended objects. Hence, attention to a feature is modelled by a
top-down signal that enhances the response of a node encoding
that feature in the second stage of the hierarchy.
3.1. Selective attention
The ﬁrst three experiments simulate the effects of selective
attention (both spatial and featural) on the response properties
of single cells. In each simulation, the neural populations in both
the ﬁrst and second processing stages contained only two nodes,
and the input to the hierarchy came from two inputs (hence
n ¼ m ¼ 2 for each processing stage). Similarly simple networks
containing only a few nodes, employing different implementations
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modelled here (Deco & Rolls, 2005; Reynolds, Chelazzi, & Desi-
mone, 1999; Spratling & Johnson, 2004). In each experiment the re-
sponse of one node in the upper region of the hierarchy was
recorded ðyS21 Þ. This node received bottom-up stimulation (via the
error-detecting nodes) from two prediction nodes in the preceding
stage of the hierarchy. One of these lower-level prediction nodes
provided strong stimulation to the recorded node, while the other
provided weaker input. Hence, the recorded node could be strongly
activated by a preferred stimulus and weakly activated by a poor
stimulus.
The prediction nodes in the ﬁrst stage of the hierarchy were as-
sumed to have smaller, non-overlapping, RFs that were selective to
two different input stimuli. The total synaptic weight received by
each node was normalised to equal one. Hence, the weight matrix
for the ﬁrst stage was set to the identity matrix, i.e.,
WS1 ¼ 1 00 1
 
. Thus, one lower-level prediction node was exclu-
sively selective to the preferred stimulus of the recorded, higher-
level, prediction node while the other lower-level prediction node
was activated by the poor stimulus for the recorded node. Since the
mechanism of competition used here causes one node to inhibit an
input to another node in proportion to the bottom-up weight re-
ceived from that input by the inhibiting node, nodes in the ﬁrst
hierarchical stage did not compete because their afferent synaptic
weights were non-overlapping. The weight matrix for the second
processing stage had the form: WS2 ¼ w1 1w11w2 w2
 
, where
w1 and w2 were parameters to be ﬁtted to the data.
Since the model was being used to simulate neurophysiological
data collected from different cells with distinct selectivities, differ-
ent sets of weight values were used in the different simulations.
The weight values that provided the best ﬁt to the experimental
data were found by systematically varyingw1 andw2 in the follow-
ing ranges. For w1 values of 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 were used. These
values all exceed 0.5 since it is required that the recorded node
be more responsive to the preferred stimulus than the poor stimu-
lus. For w2 values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 were used. For each
combination of weights the parameter g was also varied between
0.1 and 0.9 in steps of 0.2. Additionally, for the linear model the
parameters f and # were varied between 0 and 1 in steps of 0.25.
An exhaustive search of all these possible parameter combinations
was performed for each algorithm and parameters that provided a
good subjective ﬁt to the physiological data were chosen.
The two matrices of attentional weights were set to the identity
matrix, i.e.,WA1 ¼WA2 ¼ 1 00 1
 
. All values in the the vectors yA1
and yA2 were set to zero except when simulating experimental con-
ditions where attention was required, in which case the corre-
sponding element in the vector yA1 or yA2 was set equal to one.
In all experiments, 20 iterations of the linear and nonlinear PC/
BC models were performed for each experimental condition. The
elements of x (the sensory input) were set to a value of x or 0 to
reﬂect the presence or absence of a stimulus. The value of x was
set equal to the fractional Michelson contrast used for the presen-
tation of stimuli in the corresponding empirical experiment, if this
value was reported. A value of x ¼ 0:65 was used in all other cases.
The sensory input was reset to zero after 13 iterations, to simulate
the offset of the stimuli used in the physiological experiments.3.1.1. Spatial selectivity
For neurons in the ventral pathway the response to a stimulus,
that generates a strong response when presented in isolation, is
reduced by the introduction of a second, non-preferred, stimulus
within the RF (Reynolds et al., 1999). Hence, rather than beingprocessed independently, multiple stimuli, within the same RF, ap-
pear to compete in a mutually suppressive manner (Kastner &
Ungerleider, 2000). If attention is directed toward one stimulus
then the response becomes more similar to the response that
would be generated by that stimulus in isolation (Luck et al.,
1997a; Moran & Desimone, 1985; Reynolds et al., 1999). Hence,
attention appears to bias the competition in favour of the attended
stimulus. These effects are illustrated in Fig. 3a which shows the
response of a single cell recorded in area V2. Similar results have
been demonstrated for cells in area V4, inferior temporal cortex,
in area MT of the dorsal pathway, and in prefrontal cortex (Ever-
ling, Tinsley, Gaffan, & Duncan, 2002; Moran & Desimone, 1985;
Reynolds et al., 1999; Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Treue & Marti-
nez-Trujillo, 1999).
The ﬁring rate of the cell is shown in response to a preferred
stimulus, to a poor stimulus, and to both stimuli when attention
is directed to a location outside the RF. When attention is directed
to the location occupied by the preferred stimulus in the pair, the
response of the cell becomes more similar to that elicited by the
preferred stimulus in isolation. Results for simulations with the
linear PC/BC model and the nonlinear PC/BC model are shown in
Fig. 3b and c, respectively. These results were obtained with
parameters w1 ¼ 0:9, w2 ¼ 0:5; g ¼ 0:2; f ¼ 1, and # ¼ 0 for linear
PC/BC, and w1 ¼ 0:8;w2 ¼ 0:5 and g ¼ 0:3 for nonlinear PC/BC.
The empirical data was recorded using stimuli presented at a
Michelson contrast of 86%, hence, x ¼ 0:86 was used for the stimuli
presented to the model. The thin horizontal lines in Fig. 3b and c
indicate a response of zero. It can be seen that linear PC/BC allows
negative responses. However, it is possible to clip the outputs of
the prediction nodes at zero to prevent negative activities, and this
has very little effect on the positive part of the graph shown in
Fig. 3b. It can be seen that both versions of the PC/BC model gen-
erate responses (after the initial transient response) that are qual-
itatively similar to those of the empirical data. In both cases, when
the preferred stimulus of the recorded node was presented to the
network, the recorded node quickly won the competition to re-
spond to this stimulus and produced a high output. In contrast,
when the poor stimulus was presented in isolation, the other node
in the second processing stage won the competition and sup-
pressed the response of the recorded node so that it generated a
weak and brief output to its non-preferred stimulus. When both
stimuli were present, both prediction nodes in the second process-
ing stage were strongly activated and there was on-going compe-
tition between them which partially suppressed both responses.
Hence, the response of the recorded node to the pair of stimuli
was less than its response to its preferred stimulus in isolation.
Attention to the preferred stimulus in the pair resulted in an en-
hanced response from the prediction node in the ﬁrst processing
stage which represents the preferred stimulus. This elevated feed-
forward activation in turn produced a stronger response from the
recorded node in the second processing stage.
3.1.2. Spatial selectivity and contrast
The effect of attention in the previous simulation was to change
the strength of the response of one of the prediction nodes in the
ﬁrst processing stage and hence to enhance the bottom-up activa-
tion received by the second processing stage. A similar effect could
be achieved if the response of the node in the ﬁrst stage was af-
fected by changing the stimulus contrast. Hence, in the linear
and nonlinear PC/BC models, a strong bottom-up signal could bias
competition in just the same way as a top-down signal can. The
interplay between attention and stimulus saliency has been ex-
plored experimentally (De Weerd, Peralta, Desimone, & Ungerleid-
er, 1999; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Martinez-Trujillo & Treue,
2002; Reynolds & Desimone, 1999, 2003; Reynolds & Chelazzi,
2004; Reynolds, Pasternak, & Desimone, 2000; Vecera, 2000).
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Fig. 3. The effect of spatial attention on the response of a neuron. Responses are shown for different combinations of stimuli appearing within the RF of a single neuron. (a)
The response of a cell in V2 (adapted from Reynolds et al., 1999). (b) Simulation results for the linear PC/BC model. (c) Simulation results for the nonlinear PC/BC model. For (a)
the response was measured in spikes per second and time in milliseconds, for (b) and (c) response and time are in arbitrary units and have been scaled to resemble (a). The
value of zero on the y-axis is indicated by the x-axis in (a) and by the thin horizontal lines in (b) and (c).
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contrast and spatial selective attention (Reynolds & Desimone,
2003) is very similar to that described in Section 3.1.1, but with
the contrast of the poor stimulus being varied. Speciﬁcally, the ﬁr-
ing rates of V4 cells were measured when a preferred and a poor
stimulus were presented within the recorded cell’s RF. The stimuli
were presented individually and as a pair when attention was di-
rected to a location outside the RF. The response to the pair of stim-
uli was also recorded when attention was directed to the poor
stimulus. The experiment was repeated for different poor stimulus
contrasts (typically 5%, 10%, 20%, 40% and 80% Michelson contrast)
but with a ﬁxed contrast for the preferred stimulus (typical 40%
Michelson contrast). The results are shown in Fig. 4a.
It can be seen that, as the contrast of the poor stimulus in-
creases (from left to right in Fig. 4a), the response elicited by this
stimulus in isolation increases. However, counter-intuitively, the
response to the pair of stimuli decreases as the contrast of the poor
stimulus increases. In other words, the suppression caused by the
poor stimulus increases with contrast, when the pair of stimuli are
presented, but the excitation of the poor stimulus increases with
contrast, when it is presented in isolation. Attention to the poor
stimulus has the effect of increasing the suppression of the re-
sponse to the pair of stimuli. These results were simulated using
the linear and nonlinear PC/BC models and the results are shown
in Fig. 4b and c. These results were obtained with parameters
w1 ¼ 0:9;w2 ¼ 0:6; g ¼ 0:2; f ¼ 1, and # ¼ 0 for linear PC/BC, and
w1 ¼ 0:9;w2 ¼ 0:7 and g ¼ 0:5 for nonlinear PC/BC. It can be seen
that the sustained responses generated by both models success-
fully accounts for the empirical data. Again, the negative responses
of the linear model can be removed by simply taking the positive
half-rectiﬁed values of the prediction node activations, with little
impact on the positive portion of the response.
In both models, when the preferred stimulus of the recorded
node is presented to the network, the recorded node quickly wins
the competition to respond to this stimulus and produces a strong
response. Since the contrast of the preferred stimulus was con-
stant, the recorded response was the same in each experimental
condition. In contrast, when the poor stimulus is presented in iso-
lation, the other node in the second processing stage wins the com-
petition and suppresses the activity of the recorded node so that it
generates a weak and brief response to its non-preferred stimulus.
The size of this brief response increases with the contrast of the
poor stimulus as the bottom-up activation received by the re-
corded node, before it is inhibited by the other node, increases.When both stimuli are present at high contrast, both prediction
nodes in the second processing stage are strongly activated and
there is on-going competition between them which partially sup-
presses both responses. Hence, the response of the recorded node
to the pair of stimuli is less than its response to its preferred stim-
ulus in isolation. However, when the poor stimulus is presented at
low contrast, the activation of the second stage prediction node
which represents the poor stimulus is weaker, and hence the sup-
pression to the recorded node also weakens. At very low contrast,
the bottom-up activation from the poor stimulus is so weak that it
has very little effect on the responses of either node in the second
processing stage and hence the recorded response becomes similar
to that recorded when the preferred stimulus appears in isolation.
Attention to the poor stimulus in the pair results in an enhanced
response from the prediction node in the ﬁrst processing stage
which represents the poor stimulus. This elevated feedforward
activation in turn produces a stronger response from the non-re-
corded node in the second processing stage. This node can there-
fore more strongly inhibit the recorded node’s response, and
hence the suppressive effect of the poor stimulus is enhanced by
attention.
A second counter-intuitive result from the empirical data is that a
node which is more selective for the preferred stimulus (i.e., a node
that generates a weaker response to the poor stimulus in isolation)
is subject to a greater suppression in its response to the preferred
stimulus when this is presented together with the poor stimulus
(Reynolds & Desimone, 2003). In other words, the poorer the poor
stimulus theweaker the response elicitedby thepair of stimuli. Both
the linear and nonlinear PC/BC models also show this effect. Re-
sponsehistograms forapopulationofV4cells thatwerehighly selec-
tive to the preferred stimulus are shown in Fig. 4a and the
simulations of this data are shown in Fig. 4b and c. Reynolds and
Desimone (2003) also analysed a second population of less selective
cells (however, responsehistogramsof thisdatawerenotproduced).
This less selective populationwasmodelled by reducing the value of
the parameter w1 to make the recorded node less selective for the
preferred stimulus. Fig. 4d shows results for the linear model with
w1 ¼ 0:7 and Fig. 4e shows this result for the nonlinear model with
w1 ¼ 0:7. All other parameters were unchanged in both cases. Com-
paringFig. 4dwithbandFig. 4ewithc it canbe seen that the suppres-
sion due to the poor stimulus (at high contrasts) is increased when
the recorded node is highly selective.
Two effects give rise to this result. First, because the synaptic
weight from the preferred input is larger the response to the pre-
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Fig. 4. The effect of changing contrast and spatial attention on the response of a neuron. Responses are shown for different combinations of stimuli appearing within the RF of
a neuron. Plots from left to right show responses for increasing contrast of the poor stimulus. (a) The averaged response for a population of cells in V4 (adapted from Reynolds
and Desimone, 2003). (b) Simulation results for the linear PC/BC model. (c) Simulation results for the nonlinear PC/BC model. Additional simulation results are shown for
when the selectivity of the recorded node was reduced in (d) the linear PC/BC model, and (e) the nonlinear PC/BC model. Plots have been scaled as described in the caption to
Fig. 3, but additionally, all plots in (b) and (d), and plots in (c) and (e) are scaled identically to aid comparison. The value of zero on the y-axis is indicated by the x-axis in the
plots of the empirical data and by the thin horizontal lines in the plots of the simulation results.
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M.W. Spratling / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1391–1408 1397ferred stimulus in isolation is enhanced resulting in suppression
becoming greater when the poor stimulus is present relative to
the preferred stimulus in isolation (this effect is most pronounced
in the nonlinear model). Second, the response to the pair of stimuli
is decreased in absolute terms between medium and highly selec-
tive nodes. The reduction in response to the pair of stimuli is a re-
sult of the competition between the recorded node and the other
node in the second processing stage. As the recorded node becomes
more selective to one stimulus, it becomes a poorer representation
of the pair of stimuli. The other node, which does provide a good
representation of the pair, thus wins the competition more quickly
and more rapidly suppresses the activation of the recorded node.
This effect is due to the particular form of competition used in
the PC/BC model, in which nodes compete to receive inputs rather
than to generate outputs. This enables patterns of pre-synaptic
activity to be parsed into accurate representations, even when
those representations overlap (Harpur et al., 1994; Harpur & Prag-
er, 1996;, submitted for publication; Spratling & Johnson, 2001,
2002, 2003). It can also be seen that, in the low selectivity case,
(Fig. 4d and e) attention to the poor stimulus causes little addi-
tional suppression of the response to the pair, but in the high selec-
tivity case (Fig. 4b and c), attention to the poor stimulus causes
additional suppression to the response to the pair. This is also con-
sistent with the empirical data (Reynolds & Desimone, 2003).
As well as providing a good qualitative ﬁt to the data, both mod-
els also provide a good quantitative ﬁt. Reynolds and Desimone
(2003) report the response, averaged over time, generated by the
preferred stimulus presented in isolation and the average response
generated by the pair of stimuli when presented at equal contrasts.
In the population of cells that are highly selective for the preferred
stimulus the response to the preferred stimulus is 46% higher than
the response to the pair (29.5 spikes/s compared to 20.2 spikes/s).
In the low selectivity population these average responses are much
more similar (39.3 spikes/s compared to 36.5 spikes/s). In the lin-
ear model, when the recorded node has high selectivity the re-
sponse to the preferred stimulus is 45% higher than the response
to the pair (0.32 compared to 0.22), whereas the responses are sim-
ilar when the recorded node has low selectivity (0.32 compared toH
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Fig. 5. Quantitative data showing the effect of spatial attention with changing contrast. E
stimulus contrasts. The top row shows the results when neurons are highly selective to t
selective to the preferred stimulus. Column (a) shows the average AMI values for a pop
results for the linear PC/BC model. Column (c) shows simulation results for the nonline0.30). In the nonlinear model, the response to the preferred stimu-
lus is 39% higher that the response to the pair in the high selectiv-
ity case (0.43 compared to 0.31) whereas these responses are
similar in the low selectivity case (0.31 compared to 0.33). The
average responses in the simulations were recorded from the ﬁrst
iteration following the transient response (iteration 4) until the
offset of the stimulus (iteration 13).
Reynolds and Desimone (2003) also report the size of the atten-
tional effect, in terms of an attentional modulation index (AMI), for
both the high and low selectivity populations across all poor stim-
ulus contrasts. The AMI is calculated as RppRpaRppþRpa, where Rpp is the time
averaged response to the pair of stimuli when attention is directed
to the poor stimulus, and Rpa is the time averaged response to the
pair of stimuli when attention is directed away. The spike counts
for the V4 cells were averaged over the same time interval as that
used to calculate the average responses reported in the previous
paragraph. The same time interval, as used previously, was there-
fore also used to calculate the AMI values for the simulated data.
The AMI values averaged across the high and low selectivity sub-
populations of V4 cells are shown in Fig. 5a. The AMI values calcu-
lated from the simulations are shown in Fig. 5b for the linear mod-
el, and Fig. 5c for the nonlinear model. It can be seen that there is
good agreement between both models and the empirical results.
3.1.3. Featural selectivity
Rather than specifying the spatial location that is to be at-
tended, it is also possible to experiment with the effects of cueing
the target object that is to be attended. One such experiment (Chel-
azzi, Miller, Duncan, & Desimone, 2001) presented an array con-
taining one or two objects, one of which might have previously
been cued as the target for a saccade. Responses were measured
from cells in area V4, with RFs sufﬁciently large to encompass
the stimulus array. Different responses were generated when the
target object was the preferred stimulus of the recorded cell com-
pared to when the target was a non-optimal stimulus (see Fig. 6a).
Results are similar to those for attentional selection using spatial
cues (Section 3.1.1) in that when the stimulus array contains a pair
of objects the response of the cell becomes more similar to the re-odulation Index
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ach sub-plot shows values of the attention modulation index (AMI) for varying poor
he preferred stimulus, and the bottom row shows results for neurons which are less
ulation of cells in V4 (Reynolds & Desimone, 2003). Column (b) shows simulation
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Fig. 6. The effect of featural attention on the response of a neuron. Responses are shown for different combinations of stimuli appearing within the RF of a single neuron. (a)
The averaged response for a population of cells in V4 (adapted from Chelazzi et al., 2001). (b) Simulation results from the linear PC/BC model. (c) Simulation results from the
nonlinear PC/BC model. For (a) the response was measured in spikes per second and time in milliseconds, for (b) and (c) response and time are in arbitrary units and have
been scaled to resemble (a). The value of zero on the y-axis is indicated by the x-axis in (a) and by the thin horizontal lines in (b) and (c).
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isolation.
The simulation results for this experiment are shown in Fig. 6b
and c. These results were obtained with parameters w1 ¼ 0:8;
w2 ¼ 0:3; g ¼ 0:1; f ¼ 1, and # ¼ 0 for linear PC/BC, and
w1 ¼ 0:8;w2 ¼ 0:5 and g ¼ 0:1 for nonlinear PC/BC. Following the
initial transient response, both models provide a qualitative ﬁt to
the experimental data (if the negative response in the linear model
are ignored). In the previous simulations, attention targeted the ﬁrst
processing stage in the hierarchy. In this simulation, attentional sig-
nalsprovided top-downbias tonodes in the secondprocessing stage.
When a single stimulus is presented to the network the node in
the second processing stage with the preference to that stimulus
wins the competition and inhibits the other node from generating
an output. Hence, the recorded node wins the competition for its
preferred stimulus and generates a strong response, but loses the
competition to represent the poor stimulus and has its response
suppressed. When both stimuli are presented, there is ongoing
competition between the two nodes in the second processing
stage. This partially suppresses the response of both nodes. How-
ever, if attention is directed to the recorded node, this enhances
the response of the recorded node and overcomes some of the sup-
pression due to competition. In contrast, when attention targets
the other node in the second processing stage, this node has its re-
sponse elevated which results in the response of the recorded node
being more strongly suppressed via competition.
3.2. Attention and tuning
The next two experiments simulate the effects attention on the
tuning response functions of single cells. As in the previous exper-
iments a two-stage model (as illustrated in Fig. 2) was employed.
Also, as in previous simulations, the matrix WS1 was made equal
to the identity matrix, so that nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage
effectively had non-overlapping RFs, and two matrices of atten-
tional weights (WA1 and WA2) were also set equal to the identity
matrix so that attentional biases could be selectively directed to
individual nodes. All values in the the vectors yA1 and yA2 were
set to zero except when simulating experimental conditions when
attention was required. As previously, experiments concerning
spatial attention, used feedback targeting the prediction nodes in
the ﬁrst stage, while experiments on featural attention employed
attentional signals targeting the second processing stage. Parame-
ter values were set equal to the median values of those found toprovide the best ﬁts to the experimental data modelled in Section
3.1 (i.e., g ¼ 0:2; f ¼ 1; # ¼ 0 for the linear model, and g ¼ 0:3 for
the nonlinear model).
In contrast to previous simulations, each prediction node in the
second processing stage received a set of synaptic weights that had
a Gaussian proﬁle. Nodes in the ﬁrst stage were assumed to repre-
sent either a stimulus orientation or a direction of motion. Hence,
each second stage node had a preferred orientation/direction but
was broadly tuned to a range of inputs. Nine nodes, with different
preferred inputs, were used in the second processing stage so that
the preferred inputs were equally distributed between 0 and 180
in the case of orientation preference, and 0 and 360 in the case of
direction of motion preference. The input stimulation (x) received
by the ﬁrst processing stage also had a Gaussian proﬁle. The vari-
ance of the input and the weights were tuned separately for the
linear and nonlinear models to obtain a good ﬁt to the empirical
data.
3.2.1. Spatial facilitation and tuning
The effects of spatial attention on the orientation tuning of cells
in areas V1 and V4 was investigated by McAdams and Maunsell
(1999). In this experiment a single orientation grating was pre-
sented within the RF of the recorded cell. It was found that when
attention was directed to the location of the orientation grating
the cell’s response was enhanced compared to when attention
was directed to a different location. By varying the orientation of
the stimulus relative to the recorded cell’s preferred orientation,
tuning curves were generated for both the attended and non-at-
tended conditions (see Fig. 7a). The effect of attention was a mul-
tiplicative scaling of the tuning response function.
To simulate this experiment, the response of one node in the
second processing stage was measured to varying input orienta-
tions, both with and without attention. In the attended condition
all nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage received equal top-down
activation (i.e., all values in the vector yA1 were made equal to
one). This means that attention was feature independent (i.e., spa-
tial) as it targeted equally all the nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage.
Results for the linear and nonlinear PC/BC model are shown in
Fig. 7b and c, respectively. It can be seen that in the linear model
attention produces an upward translation of the orientation tuning
curve. This is due to each prediction node in the ﬁrst processing
stage receiving an equal, additive, top-down excitation that is
fed-forward to equally enhance the response of the recorded node
irrespective of the orientation of the stimulus. In contrast, the non-
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Fig. 7. The effect of spatial attention on the tuning response function of a neuron. Response strength is shown for varying stimulus orientation when attention is directed to
the location occupied by the stimulus (circular markers) and when attention is directed away from the stimulus (square markers). (a) Experimental results (adapted from
McAdams and Maunsell, 1999) showing the average tuning curve measured in V4. Simulation results for (b) the linear PC/BC model and (c) the nonlinear PC/BC model. The x-
axis in (a) corresponds to the spontaneous response level of the recorded cells, the thin horizontal lines in (b) and (c) corresponds to a response of zero in the simulation.
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due to the multiplicative effect of the top-down input to the pre-
diction nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage, which means that the
feedforward excitation received by the recorded node is enhanced
in proportion to the match between the orientation of the stimulus
and the preferred orientation of the node. Note that the model does
not simulate spontaneous neural activity and hence at the null ori-
entation the response of the recorded node approaches zero. In
contrast, the neural response in the physiological data remains
above zero and this spontaneous activity is multiplicatively modu-
lated by attention.
3.2.2. Featural facilitation and tuning
A similar experiment was performed by Martinez-Trujillo and
Treue (2004) to determine the effects of featural attention on the
direction of motion tuning of cells in areas MT. In this experiment
a single moving random dot pattern was presented within the RF of
the recorded cell. By varying the direction of motion of the stimu-
lus relative to the recorded cell’s preferred direction, tuning curves
were generated for two attentional conditions. In the ﬁrst condi-
tion, attention was directed to a stationary ﬁxation point outside
the RF of the recorded neuron (i.e., direction of motion was ig-
nored). In the second condition attention was directed to a second
moving random dot pattern outside the RF of the recorded neuron
which had the same direction of motion as the pattern within the
recorded cell’s RF (i.e., attention was directed to the same direction
of motion as the stimulus). It was found that attention caused an
enhancement of the cell’s response when the direction of motion
was close to the preferred direction for the cell, but a suppression
of response when the direction of the stimulus (and hence the at-
tended direction) was far from the cell’s preferred direction (see
Fig. 8a).
To simulate this experiment, the response of one node in the
second processing stage was measured to varying input directions,
both with and without attention. In the attended condition nodesR
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Fig. 8. The effect of featural attention on the tuning response function of a neuron. Respo
of motion as the stimulus (circular markers) and when attending a stationary ﬁxation po
Treue, 2004) showing the response of an MT neuron. Simulation results for (b) the linea
indicated by the x-axis in (a) and by the thin horizontal lines in (b) and (c).in the second processing stage received top-down activation that
had a Gaussian proﬁle centred on the direction of motion of the in-
put stimulus. Results for the linear and nonlinear PC/BC model are
shown in Fig. 8b and c, respectively. It can be seen that both ver-
sions of the model simulate the multiplicative response enhance-
ment that occurs for directions of motion similar to the preferred
direction of motion for the recorded node. This is because the
attentional signal received by the recorded node in the second pro-
cessing stage increases in proportion to the match between the at-
tended direction and the preferred direction of the node.
Furthermore, both the linear and nonlinear models show response
suppression when the direction of motion is dissimilar to the pre-
ferred direction. This is caused by the competition that occurs be-
tween the prediction nodes in the second processing stage. When
the input stimulus is dissimilar to the preferred stimulus of the re-
corded node, it is more similar to the preferred input of other nodes.
These other nodes win the competition and suppress the input re-
ceived by the recorded node, reducing its response. When featural
attention enhances the response of the winning node, this results
in an even greater suppression of the recorded node’s response.
3.3. Attention and behaviour
The effects of attention have also been extensively studied using
behavioural measures. A particularly inﬂuential experimental pro-
cedure (Posner, 1980) employs a cue to direct covert attention to
one of two spatial locations where a subsequently presented target
is most likely to appear. Numerous variations on this paradigm
(e.g.,Posner, 1980; Vossel, Thiel, & Fink, 2006; Wright, Geffen, &
Geffen, 1995) show the same pattern of results: faster reaction
times when the cue is valid meaning that the target appears at
the cued location, and slower reaction times when the cue is inva-
lid so that the target appears at the uncued location. Furthermore,
the strength of the effect is dependent on the proportion of trials
for which the cue is valid (Vossel et al., 2006). Typical reaction timetion
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nses are shown for varying directions of motion when attending the same direction
int (square markers). (a) Experimental results (adapted from Martinez-Trujillo and
r PC/BC model and (c) the nonlinear PC/BC model. The value of zero on the y-axis is
1400 M.W. Spratling / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1391–1408data are shown in Fig. 9a for an experiment in which participants
had to detect the onset of the target (irrespective of location) fol-
lowing a central cue.
The PC/BC model was used to provide a very simple simulation
of this experiment. The ﬁrst processing stage consisted of two pre-
diction nodes, with non-overlapping RFs (i.e., WS1 was a 2 by 2
identity matrix). These nodes acted as feature detectors for the tar-
get stimulus at the two locations. Both prediction nodes in the ﬁrst
processing stage provided input to a second processing stage that
contained only a single prediction node (WS2 ¼ ½0:5;0:5). This
node responded (equally, in the absence of top-down bias) to the
target at either location. Reaction time was presumed to be inver-
sely proportional to the strength of the response of the prediction
node in the second processing stage (i.e., simulated reaction time ¼
1 yS21 ). This is equivalent to using the ‘race’ model of decision
making. Attention was directed to the prediction nodes in the ﬁrst
processing stage (WA1 was an identity matrix). This is consistent
with empirical data suggesting that the attentional cue enhances
early sensory processing (Wright et al., 1995). The strength of the
attention signal was made equal to the prior probability that the
target would appear at each location. Hence, in an experiment in
which the cue accurately predicted the location of the target on
80% of trials, and the cue pointed to location 1, then
yA1 ¼ ½0:8;0:2T. All parameter values were identical to those used
in the Section 3.2. Results from the simulation are shown in
Fig. 9b for the linear model, and Fig. 9c for the nonlinear model.
It can be seen that for the linear PC/BC model, the reaction time
is constant in all conditions. This is due to the prediction nodes in
the ﬁrst processing stage receiving additive top-down stimulation
from the attention signals. The total top-down activation received
by the two nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage is equal in each con-
dition, and hence the total feedforward activation received by the
prediction node in the second processing stage is constant. In con-
trast, the nonlinear PC/BC model is able to simulate the empirical
data. In this case the attentional feedback is modulatory and hence
it only affects the activation of one node in the ﬁrst processing
stage corresponding to the location where the target appears. If
this location was cued, then the attention signal will strongly en-
hance the response of this node and hence increase the feedfor-
ward activation sent to the prediction node in the second
processing stage. In contrast, if the location where the target ap-
pears was not cued, attention will only weakly enhance the re-
sponse of the node in the ﬁrst processing stage, resulting in less
feedforward stimulation of the second processing stage.
3.4. Feature binding
Selective attention has been proposed to play an important role
in solving the binding problem (Luck & Ford, 1998; Luck, Girelli,
McDermott, & Ford, 1997b; Reynolds & Desimone, 1999; Treisman,
1998; Treisman & Gelade, 1980), particularly in resolving the0.2 0.5 0.8
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Fig. 9. The effect of spatial attention on reaction time. (a) Experimental results (from W
Simulation results for (b) the linear PC/BC model and (c) the nonlinear PC/BC model.ambiguous assignment of features to objects when multiple stim-
uli are processed simultaneously (Luck et al., 1997b).
The empirical data described in the previous sections (particu-
larly for selective attention, Section 3.1) demonstrates that the re-
sponses of cortical neurons are dominated by the attended (or
most salient) stimulus within their RFs and, hence, that attended
(or salient) information is preferentially selected for transmission
to subsequent cortical regions for further processing. The BC
hypothesis proposes that this selection of relevant information is
achieved via competition between neurons representing attended
and non-attended stimuli. Neurons which represent the attended
(or most salient) stimulus receive enhanced activation from top-
down attention signals (or salient, bottom-up, stimulus attributes).
This enhanced activation biases these neurons to succeed in the
competition to be active, and enables these neurons to inhibit
other cells that do not represent the attended (or salient) stimulus.
Hence, information about the attended (or most salient) stimulus
is more strongly represented and transmitted to subsequent pro-
cessing stages. Even if the competition does not lead to the com-
plete suppression of neural responses encoding irrelevant
information, the enhancement to the ﬁring rate of neurons encod-
ing the attended stimulus will cause them to be preferentially pro-
cessed and can be seen as a ‘label’ for relevant information
(Roelfsema, 2006; Roelfsema et al., 2000).
3.4.1. Binding feature conjunctions via featural attention
A particular form of binding problem occurs when multiple
stimuli are simultaneously presented and it is necessary to deter-
mine which features belong to which object (Luck et al., 1997b;
Treisman, 1996). Speciﬁcally, if separate features of the visual envi-
ronment are encoded by different neurons, then when several of
these neurons are active concurrently it is necessary to determine
which of the represented features are attributes of one object, and
which are attributes of other objects. For example, if neurons
encoding the colours blue and red, and the orientations 0 and 90
are all simultaneously active, is this due to the presentation of a
red-vertical line and a blue-horizontal line or to a red-horizontal
line and a blue-vertical line (Thorpe, 1995; Rosenblatt, 1961; von
der Malsburg, 1995)?
The PC/BC model can be used to simulate this ambiguous situ-
ation. The parameters used were the median values of those found
to provide the best ﬁts to the data modelled in Section 3.1 and
hence the same as the parameters used in the simulations de-
scribed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. Four nodes in the ﬁrst processing
stage were used to represent the individual features blue (‘B’),
red (‘R’), horizontal (‘0’) and vertical (‘90’), while four nodes in
the second processing stage each received inputs from a different
combination of two nodes in the lower level so that they repre-
sented the conjunctions blue-horizontal (‘B-0’), blue-vertical (‘B-
90’), red-horizontal (‘R-0’), and red-vertical (‘R-90’). For both the
linear and nonlinear versions of the model, when every node in0.8
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right et al., 1995) showing the mean reaction times as a function of cue validity.
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nodes in the second stage became partially, and equally, active
(Fig. 10 ﬁrst column). The nodes were more weakly active than
the winning node when the input was unambiguous (i.e., when it
consisted of only one colour and one orientation feature, as in
the fourth column of Fig. 10). For the linear model, nodes in the
ambiguous case were active with 75% of the strength of the win-
ning node in the unambiguous case. In the nonlinear model, nodes
in the ambiguous case were active with 50% of the strength of the
winning node in the unambiguous case. This behaviour could be
interpreted in probabilistic terms as saying that each conjunction
is predicted to be present in the input with a probability less than
in the unambiguous case. The nonlinear model correctly divides
the probability in half.
Attentional feedback can resolve the ambiguity in the sensory
data by providing bias for one possible interpretation over all oth-
ers. For example, if attention targets the node in the second pro-
cessing stage that represents ‘B-0’ then this will enhance this
node’s activation and cause it to be most active (Fig. 10 second col-
umn). Furthermore, due to the form of competition used in the
model, enhancing the activation of node ‘B-0’ will cause it to more
strongly inhibit the inputs received by other second stage nodes
from features ‘B’ and ‘0’. This will reduce the response of nodes rep-
resenting overlapping conjunctions (i.e., ’B-90’ and ‘R-0’) but it will
not inhibit the inputs to node ‘R-90’. Hence, top-down bias in fa-
vour of one conjunction of features will also cause a strong re-
sponse from the node representing the complementary
conjunction, and hence both nodes compatible with the biased
interpretation produce a strong response (i.e., binding together
blue and horizontal also results in red and vertical being bound).
Rather than using attention to resolve the ambiguity, it is also
possible to bias the competition using bottom-up factors. If the
second stage node representing ‘B-0’ had stronger weights than
the other nodes (perhaps due to more prior experience with this
conjunction having lead, via activity-dependent learning, to a more
selective representation), then this will lead to ‘B-0’ winning the
competition due to it receiving stronger bottom-up stimulation.
Similarly, if the features ‘B’ and ‘0’ are presented at a higher con-
trast, then this will lead to the node representing this conjunction
receiving stronger feedforward activation and hence being the
most active node (see Fig. 10 column 3). In this particular example, B
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Fig. 10. The effects of selective object-based attention on feature binding in a simple task
subplot shows the responses of the prediction nodes in the ﬁrst and second processing sta
each node’s response (at the end of 20 iterations) is indicated by the diameter of the s
features of the input stimulus. The four prediction nodes in the second processing st
Connections between the processing stages correspond to the synaptic weights inWS2 an
the outputs of prediction nodes in the ﬁrst stage via the error-detecting nodes (not show
nodes in the ﬁrst stage from the prediction nodes in the second stage. Horizontal arr
diagonally indicate nodes that receive attentional input. Note that for each condition, the
the activities of the prediction nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage is a result of the differinputs ‘B’ and ‘0’ are 30% stronger than inputs ‘R’ and ‘90’. This
leads to the node representing the conjunction ‘B-0’ having a re-
sponse that is 22% higher than any other node in the linear model,
and a response 32% higher in the nonlinear model.
The conditions shown in the ﬁfth and sixth column of Fig. 10
illustrate limitations of the linear PC/BC model. First, when atten-
tion is directed to an object that is not present in the input, then
this can lead to the wrong parsing being generated. In this exam-
ple, the input is unambiguous consisting of only one colour (‘B’)
and one orientation (‘90’). Without attention this is represented
by the appropriate node in the second processing stage (Fig. 10
fourth column). When attention is directed to the second stage
node that represents the conjunction ‘B-0’ (Fig. 10 ﬁfth column),
this has no effect in the nonlinear model, but results in the at-
tended node producing the strongest response in the linear model.
The additive feedback in the linear model causes attention to be
able to ‘hallucinate’ objects that are not present in the input. In
contrast, the multiplicative feedback used in the nonlinear model
only allows attention to enhance the responses of neurons that
are driven by bottom-up activation.
The sixth column of Fig. 10 illustrates a situation where multi-
ple objects sharing a feature are present in the input (e.g., two red
bars, one with an orientation of 0 degrees and the other at 90 de-
grees). The nonlinear PC/BC model resolves the competition be-
tween the nodes in the second processing stage so that the nodes
representing the conjunctions ‘R-0’ and ‘R-90’ are active, while
the activations of the nodes representing the conjunctions ‘B-0’
and ‘B-90’ are completely suppressed. In contrast, the subtractive
competition used in the linear PC/BC model allows the representa-
tions of ‘B-0’ and ‘B-90’ to remain partially active. This leads to
instability as the number of features increases. For example, in a
network that represents 10 orientations rather than two, when
all orientations are present in the input, all node activations in
the second processing stage of the linear model become large
(>500 after 20 iterations) and continue to increase in value as the
number of iterations is increased, or if the model is expanded to in-
clude more features. This instability is due to the increasingly
strong feedback received by the nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage
as the number of conjunctions they are involved in increases. For
10 orientations each error-detecting node in the second stage re-
ceives feedback from 10 conjunctive nodes. This feedback is B
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simulated with (a) the linear PC/BC model, and (b) the nonlinear PC/BC model. Each
ges to different combinations of input stimuli and attentional states. The strength of
hading. Four prediction nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage represent independent
age represent pairwise conjunctions of the features represented in the ﬁrst stage.
d hence show the weights received by the prediction nodes in the second stage from
n). The connections also indicate the feedback weights received by the prediction
ows indicate which nodes receive bottom-up stimulation, while arrows oriented
external inputs to both models are identical. The difference between (a) and (b) in
ent effects of top-down bias between the two models.
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Fig. 11. The effects of selective spatial attention on feature binding in a simple task simulated with (a) the linear PC/BC model, and (b) the nonlinear PC/BC model. Each
subplot shows the responses of the prediction nodes in the ﬁrst and second processing stages to different combinations of input stimuli and attentional states. The strength of
each node’s response (at the end of 20 iterations) is indicated by the diameter of the shading. Two sets of four prediction nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage represent the same
features at different spatial locations (‘L1’ and ‘L2’). The four prediction nodes in the second processing stage represent disjunctions, so as to be active in response to a speciﬁc
feature irrespective of its location. The format of the diagram is otherwise identical to, and described in the caption of, Fig. 10.
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resulting in negative activation values for the error-detecting
nodes. These negative error values generate negative predictions
at the next iteration, which in turn are fed-back to be subtracted
from the error; generating positive error values which in turn pro-
duce positive prediction values. This oscillatory behaviour contin-
ues with the amplitude of the oscillation getting bigger at each
iteration. In contrast, the nonlinear PC/BC model does not suffer
instability. A large number of feature combination produces strong
feedback, as in the linear model. However, the divisive input mod-
ulation causes the error-detecting node activations to be reduced
which in turn scales the strength of the activations of the predic-
tion nodes and keeps them at low values.
3.4.2. Binding feature disjunctions via spatial attention
The previous experiment explores the problem of binding fea-
tures into conjunctions in order to formmore specialised represen-
tations (‘‘property binding” (Treisman, 1996)). The binding
problem also arises when forming disjunctions of features in order
to generate a representation that is more invariant to viewpoint
(‘‘location binding” (Treisman, 1996)). To illustrate this alternative
form of binding problem consider a situation where two popula-
tions of neurons code for the same set of features but at different
spatial locations (e.g., one set of nodes represents features ‘B’, ‘R’,
‘0’, and ‘90’ at location ‘L1’, and another set of nodes represent
the same features appearing at location ‘L2’). If a subsequent pro-
cessing stage responds to these features with invariance to loca-
tion, then a prediction node in the second processing stage will
receive excitation (via the error-detecting nodes) from both predic-
tion nodes in the ﬁrst processing stage that represent that feature.
However, if the stimulus containing the features ‘R’ and ‘0’ is pre-
sented to the network at location ‘L1’ and the features ‘B’ and ‘90’
are present at location ‘L2’ this will result in equal activation of all
the nodes in the second stage. This is true for both the linear and
nonlinear versions of the PC/BC model, as shown in the ﬁrst col-
umn of Fig. 11a and b. Note this would be the case whether the
pre-synaptic activity arriving at a node was combined together
using summation (as is the case here) or using a MAX operator
(Riesenhuber & Poggio, 1999). The result is that the network can
not determine which colour goes with which orientation. Stimuli
that contained features ‘R’ and ‘90’ at location ‘L1’ and ‘B’ and ‘0’
at location ‘L2’ would produce the same response in the second
processing stage, as would other combinations of input features.
The solution (as proposed by Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Treisman,
1998) is to employ spatial attention in order to enhance the re-
sponses produced by features at the attended location.The effects of spatial attention directed to one location (and
hence enhancing the responses to all ﬁrst stage nodes respon-
sive to features at that location) is shown in the second column
of Fig. 11a for the linear PC/BC model and the second column
of Fig. 11b for the nonlinear PC/BC model. For the linear model
spatial attention fails to resolve the binding problem in this
example, as all the nodes in the second processing stage gener-
ate an equal response. This is due to each feature within the at-
tended location receiving equal additive top-down excitation.
This in turn results in each node in the second stage receiving
equal feedforward excitation. In contrast for the nonlinear mod-
el, spatial attention does succeed in labelling the features to be
bound with an enhanced activity. Speciﬁcally, for this example,
the second processing stage nodes representing features ‘B’ and
‘0’ have a 30% higher activation than the ‘R’ and ‘90’ nodes. This
results from attention having a modulatory, rather than an
additive, effect in the nonlinear model. Only those nodes in
the ﬁrst processing stage that receive bottom-up stimulation
have their activity enhanced by attention, and hence can send
enhanced activity to the corresponding nodes in the second
stage.
Note that, in a larger hierarchical model, the output of the net-
work shown in Fig. 11 could provide the input to the second pro-
cessing stage of the network shown in Fig. 10. Spatial attention
to a set of features at one location, leading to enhanced activity
in the disjunctive nodes coding for an object at that location (as
produced in the nonlinear model in Fig. 11b) would lead to the cor-
rect binding of features in a subsequent conjunction node since it
was found in the previous section that an imbalance in contrast
was sufﬁcient to cause one conjunction node to be more active
than any other (see Fig. 10 column 3). This would provide a math-
ematically explicit implementation of the model described in
Roelfsema et al. (2000) (Fig. 9).
4. Discussion
The results show that the linear PC/BC model is able simulate a
number of attention experiments. The linear PC/BC model is math-
ematically identical to the linear predictive coding model proposed
by Rao and Ballard (1999). The only differences are a simple rear-
rangement of the equations, and a different interpretation in terms
of the proposed neural implementation. Hence, this result is sur-
prising given the very different and incompatible predictions that
have previously been claimed for PC and BC. However, the pro-
posed reinterpretation of the PC model can be construed as a form
of BC model in which the competition is performed via negative
M.W. Spratling / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1391–1408 1403feedback (Harpur et al., 1994; Harpur & Prager, 1996). Hence, from
this new perspective, the linear model would be expected to sim-
ulate attention data that has previously been interpreted in terms
of biased competition.
The linear PC/BC model produces a good ﬁt to the empirical data
for the experiments on spatial and featural selectivity (Sections
3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3), and for featural facilitation of the tuning re-
sponse function (Section 3.2.2). One issue in each of these cases is
the generation of negative activation values. The negative re-
sponses could be removed by clipping the prediction node activa-
tions at zero (i.e., by modifying Eq. (8) to take the positive half-
rectiﬁed value of the right-hand-side). This has little inﬂuence on
the positive part of the prediction response curves and hence pro-
vides a closer ﬁt to the experimental data.
Analternativemethodof avoiding the issueofnegativeactivation
values was used in the nonlinear PC/BCmodel. The nonlinearmodel
divisively modulates the prediction node inputs, whereas the linear
model subtractively inhibits the prediction node inputs. Hence, the
nonlinearmodel employs adifferentmechanism for producingcom-
petition between the prediction nodes in each processing stage. One
advantage of this nonlinearmechanismof competition is that the re-
sponses of both the prediction nodes and the error-detecting nodes
are inherently bound to be non-negative. Another advantage of the
nonlinear mechanism, over the linear mechanism, of competition
is that it produces more accurate parsings of images into their ele-
mentary components (Spratling et al., submitted for publication).
Fig. 10 shows some simple examples of improved parsings: in the
ﬁrst column the nonlinear competition results in a probabilistically
correct activity level in each of the two possible parsings of the
ambiguous input, and in columns four and six the activity of nodes
representing patterns not present in the input is suppressed more
successfully by the nonlinear mechanism of competition.
While the linear PC/BC model successfully simulates a number
of single-cell electrophysiology experiments (as listed above) it
fails to model the data for spatial facilitation of the tuning response
function (Section 3.2.1). It also fails to model behavioural data
measuring the effects of spatial attention on reaction times (Sec-
tion 3.3) or to provide a theoretical account of feature binding (Sec-
tions 3.4.1 and 3.4.2). The issue here is that, in the linear model, the
top-down activation received by the prediction nodes is additive.
This means that top-down predictions can cause node activations
in the absence of any bottom-up stimulation. The nonlinear PC/
BC model avoids this problem by employing a form of cortical feed-
back that is multiplicatively modulatory.
The nonlinear PC/BC model proposed in this article includes two
nonlinear modiﬁcations to the linear PC/BC model: a divisive form
of intracortical competition, and a multiplicative form of intercor-
tical feedback. This nonlinear model has been shown to provide a
good qualitative ﬁt to the empirical data for experiments on spatial
and featural selectivity (Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3), and exper-
iments on the effects of spatial and featural facilitation on tuning
response functions (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). It also successfully
simulates the Posner task (Section 3.3) and provides a theoretical
account of the role of spatial and featural attention in solving the
binding problem (Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2).
4.1. Relationship to other models
The models presented in this article are clearly very closely re-
lated to both predictive coding models and biased competition
models. There is also strong similarity to a variety of other models,
as discussed below. The range of empirical data that has been sim-
ulated with the nonlinear PC/BC model in this article may, or may
not, present a challenge for these other models of attention. How-
ever, the main contribution of this paper is not a model that can
uniquely account for certain data, but a model that reconcilestwo theories which were previously considered incompatible.
Since the attention literature seemed to be most at odds with the
predictive coding hypothesis, this data was chosen to demonstrate
that such a reconciliation was possible.
The predictive coding hypothesis was originally formulated to
describe the information processing performed in the retina (Srin-
ivasan, Laughlin, & Dubs, 1982). Retinal circuitry is believed to pre-
dict the local intensity values expected at a particular spatial
location and to subtract this prediction (via lateral inhibition) from
the actual intensity. The prediction is generated from intensity val-
ues measured at nearby locations and from those measured at pre-
ceding times, hence predictive coding is performed in both the
temporal and spatial domains (Laughlin 1990, chap. 2; Srinivasan
et al., 1982). Recent evidence suggests that lateral connection
strengths in the retina are modiﬁed by experience so as to dynam-
ically adjust the predictions generated to the statistics of the cur-
rent visual environment (Hosoya, Baccus, & Meister, 2005). The
signal generated following subtraction of the predicted informa-
tion has a smaller dynamic range than the raw intensity values
and hence can be transmitted with greater accuracy using a limited
range of ﬁring rates. By removing predictable information for the
transmitted data the retina can be considered to perform redun-
dancy reduction as proposed by Barlow (1960), Barlow (2001).
The predictive coding hypothesis was subsequently applied to
explain cortical information processing (e.g., Barlow (1994, chap.
1); Friston, 2005; Kilner, Friston, & Frith, 2007; Mumford, 1992;
Murray, Schrater, & Kersten, 2004; Rao & Ballard, 1999; Rao & Sej-
nowski, 2002). However, only one previous implementation of pre-
dictive coding has been applied to modelling attention. Rao and
Ballard (2004) used a variation of the predictive coding model de-
scribed in Rao and Ballard (1999) to show that top-down knowl-
edge of spatial location would result in preferential processing of
featural information associated with an object at that location.
Similarly, bias towards a particular object representation would re-
sult in the selection of the location occupied by that object. These
results appear consistent with biased competition, although this
link is not made in Rao and Ballard (2004). These results also seem
to be superﬁcially consistent with behaviour, but no actual psycho-
physical or neurophysiological data was simulated.
This article has shown that predictive coding can be construed
as a form of biased competition model. Hence, one interpretation
of the PC/BC model is that neurons (prediction nodes) compete
to be active and the outcome of this competition is inﬂuenced
not only by bottom-up, sensory-driven, processes but also by
top-down, attention-dependent, biases. Many other neural net-
work models of attention are based on the same principles of
biased competition (e.g., Corchs & Deco, 2002; Deco, Pollatos, &
Zihl, 2002; Hamker, 1999; Hamker et al., 2002; Phaf, der Heijden,
& Hudson, 1990; Rolls & Deco, 2002; Usher & Niebur, 1996). The
principal difference between the PC/BC model and previous biased
competition models is the mechanism used to perform the compe-
tition. In previous models, neurons within a cortical region com-
pete to generate outputs. In the PC/BC model, neurons compete
to receive inputs. The former mechanism can be implemented
using a form of lateral inhibition that targets node outputs whereas
the latter mechanism is implemented using inhibition that targets
the inputs to a population of competing nodes. Competition for in-
puts was the main mechanism through which both the linear and
nonlinear PC/BC models succeeded in simulating the suppressive
effects of a poor stimulus when the selectivity of the recorded node
varied (Section 3.1.2). It would therefore be interesting to know if
other biased competition models, employing the standard mecha-
nisms of competition, could also simulate this data.
A second difference between previous implementations of
biased competition and the nonlinear PC/BC model is the mecha-
nism used to provide the top-down bias. In most previous models
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considered to have an additive effect, whereas in the nonlinear PC/
BC model cortical feedback has a multiplicative effect. The multi-
plicative response modulation employed in the nonlinear PC/BC
model enabled it to simulate a much wider range of data than
the linear PC/BC model (see discussion above). Hence, it seems
likely that the nonlinear PC/BC model will have a similar advantage
over other biased competition models that employ additive
feedback.
An inﬂuential class of models of visual attention are based on
the concept of a saliency map (e.g.,Heinke, Humphreys, & di Virgilo,
2002; Heinke & Humphreys, 2003; Itti & Koch, 2001; Koch & Ull-
man, 1985; Mozer et al., 1988; Navalpakkam et al., 2006; Wolfe,
1994). In such models, saliency values for each spatial location
are calculated. The calculation of saliency may be purely stimu-
lus-driven or may also be affected by top-down biases. Competi-
tion occurs such that the location with the highest salience is
chosen as the focus of attention. Hence, in common with biased
competition models (including the PC/BC model), saliency map
models also perform competition and the outcome of this compe-
tition may be inﬂuenced by both bottom-up and top-down factors.
However, saliency map models differ from biased competition
models (including the PC/BC model) in three signiﬁcant ways. First,
rather than postulating a single map where ultimately the compe-
tition is resolved, biased competition models propose that compe-
tition is performed across a distributed network of interacting
cortical regions. Second, saliency map models split perceptual pro-
cessing into two temporally separate stages: the saliency map is
used to select the focus of attention and information at this se-
lected location is subsequently sent for further processing (e.g., ob-
ject recognition). In contrast, the neural activity that is generated
following competition in the biased competition model is itself a
representation of the stimulus. The biased competition model thus
resolves the dichotomy between early (Broadbent, 1958; Treisman,
1969) and late (Deutsch & Deutsch, 1963; Shiffrin & Schneider,
1977) selection theories of attention by challenging the traditional
view (which is implicit to saliency map models) that there are dis-
tinct pre-attentive and attentive stages in perceptual processing
(Broadbent, 1958). The third distinction between saliency map
models and biased competition models is that the former employs
distinct mechanisms (i.e., separate pathways) for dealing with sal-
iency and featural information (i.e., these two forms of information
are not only dealt with at different times, but also using different
neural hardware). In contrast, in the biased competition model,
saliency is related to activation strength while featural (and spa-
tial) information is related to the identity of the neuron (i.e., place
coding) so both types of information can be manipulated indepen-
dently within a single neural system.
In the nonlinear PC/BC model, when the strength of the top-
down, attentional, signal varies across a population of neurons,
this can lead to both response enhancement and suppression
in different subsets of prediction nodes (e.g., Section 3.2.2). En-
hanced activity is a direct effect of attention: resulting from
the response gain in nodes that receive strong top-down input.
Suppressed activity is an indirect effect of attention mediated
by the competition between the prediction nodes: increased
activity in some nodes results in stronger inhibition and hence
more suppression in other nodes. In contrast, the ‘‘feature simi-
larity gain model” (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004; Treue &
Martinez-Trujillo, 1999) proposes that both enhanced and re-
duced responses are a direct effect of attention which can
change the response gain of a cell (both up and down) in pro-
portion to the similarity between the attended stimulus and
the preferred stimulus of the neuron. The proposed model, in
common with that of Ardid, Wang, and Compte (2007),
generates the same effect via biased competition. An alternativemodel (Boynton, 2005) employs both competition between
nodes and direct suppressive and excitatory effects of attention.
When attention results in the response modulation of a subset
of the inputs to a recorded neuron, both the linear and nonlinear
PC/BC models generate responses that are more similar to those
that would have been produced if the attended inputs had been
presented in isolation (e.g., Section 3.1.1). These effects when ob-
served in electrophysiological data have been described in terms
of a shrinkage of the RF around the attended stimulus (Connor,
Preddie, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1997; Moran & Desimone, 1985).
However, rather than any change in the RF properties of the re-
corded neuron, the model proposes, as have others before (Connor
et al., 1997; Maunsell & McAdams, 2000; McAdams & Maunsell,
1999; Womelsdorf, Anton-Erxleben, Pieper, & Treue, 2006), that
the apparent RF distortion arises from a change in the pattern of
feedforward stimulation received by the cell, coupled with the ef-
fect modulating the afferent input has on the competition occur-
ring between cells.
The selective enhancement of certain neural responses over
others is central to several other models. These models differ from
nonlinear PC/BC in not specifying a mechanism, or proposing a dif-
ferent mechanism, to bring about selective response enhancement.
Also, the role of response enhancement has been described in dif-
ferent ways: as a mechanism for preferentially routing information
through the cortical hierarchy (Olshausen, Anderson, & Van Essen,
1993; Tsotsos et al., 1995), as a means of performing coordinate
transforms (Salinas & Thier, 2000; Salinas & Abbott, 1997), as a
method of binding and image segmentation (Roelfsema, 2006;
Roelfsema et al., 2000), or as a mechanism for probabilistically
combining prior knowledge with current evidence (Friston, 2005;
Lee & Mumford, 2003; Rao, 2005). The behaviour of the nonlinear
PC/BC model might be described in the same terms. There are,
therefore, other alternative perspectives on the PC/BC model in
addition to the perspectives of predictive coding and biased com-
petition which have been the focus of this article.
4.2. Predictions
All prior proposals for how predictive coding could be imple-
mented in cortical circuitry have suggested that cortical feedfor-
ward connections transmit residual errors and cortical feedback
pathways transmit predictions (Barlow (1994, chap. 1); Friston,
2005; Jehee, Rothkopf, Beck, & Ballard, 2006; Mumford, 1992; Mur-
ray et al., 2004; Rao & Ballard, 1999; Rao & Sejnowski, 2002, See
Fig. 1a). This proposed mapping of the model onto neural hardware
requires that the effects of cortical feedback be subtractive in order
that the residual error can be calculated from the top-down predic-
tion. It is this requirement that places the model at apparent odds
with single-cell neurophysiological data showing that the effects of
cortical feedback are predominately excitatory (Johnson & Burk-
halter, 1997; Shao & Burkhalter, 1996) and that top-down predic-
tions, such as those generated during attention, act to enhance,
rather than suppress, predicted neural activity (Hupé et al., 1998;
Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Luck et al., 1997a; Olson, 2001; Sch-
roeder et al., 2001).
The PC/BC model proposes an alternative implementation of
predictive coding (as shown in Fig. 1b), in which both cortical feed-
forward and feedback connections have excitatory effects, and the
calculation of the residual error is performed via lateral inhibitory
connections intrinsic to each cortical region. This proposed imple-
mentation is thus closer to the original formulation of predictive
coding which proposed that lateral inhibitory connections in the
retina were used to calculate residual errors (Srinivasan et al.,
1982). The PC/BC model thus makes distinct predictions, from
other cortical predictive coding models, about the role of cortical
feedback connections: feedback should be excitatory. This predic-
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biased competition model.
The nonlinear (but not the linear) PC/BC model is distinct for
most implementations of biased competition in proposing that cor-
tical feedback, including that resulting from attention, causes a
multiplicative modulation of the responses of neurons receiving
top-down input. Several physiological mechanisms have been
identiﬁed that could allow cortical feedback to have a direct mod-
ulatory effect on neural responses (Friston, 2005; Larkum et al.,
2004; Spruston, 2008; Sripati & Johnson, 2006). This top-down
modulation results in a response gain when attention acts directly
on the recorded neuron, or when attention equally modulates all
the inputs to that neuron. This is consistent with a number of
empirical ﬁndings (McAdams & Maunsell, 1999; Treue & Marti-
nez-Trujillo, 1999). Increasing the response gain of neurons in
one processing stage effectively increases the contrast gain for
neurons in subsequent stages which receive input from the modu-
lated neurons. This is consistent with the ﬁndings of Reynolds et al.
(2000). Hence, rather than seeing response gain and contrast gain
as incompatible, rival, mechanisms (Reynolds & Desimone, 2003;
Williford & Maunsell, 2006) the nonlinear PC/BC model proposes
that both types of effect arise from the same underlying mecha-
nism, and should both be observed in the cortex. Indeed, since cor-
tical feedback signals are likely to simultaneously activate multiple
levels in the cortical hierarchy, and may arise simultaneously from
multiple sources, it is likely that many experiments will observe a
combination of both response gain and contrast gain.Time
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Fig. 12. The effect of attention on the response of error-detecting nodes in (a) and (c) the
are from each of the two error-detecting nodes that supply feedforward activation to the
Fig. 3 (top row of this ﬁgure) and, for changing featural attention, in Fig. 6 (bottom row of
both plots. The different line styles in each plot correspond to the same experimental cond
to the selectivity of the prediction node recorded in Figs. 3 and 6, and not necessarily thRao and Ballard (1999) proposed that predictions, generated by
the selectivities of neurons in higher cortical regions, would inﬂu-
ence the tuning properties of cells in lower cortical regions (e.g.,
causing end-stopping). The PC/BC model proposes the same. How-
ever, this article has explored the inﬂuence of another source of
top-down prediction: attention. Attention can be seen as another
form of prediction that can inﬂuence tuning properties, as is seen
empirically the single-cell responses that were modelled in this
article. The PC/BC model therefore predicts that similar effects on
neural response properties should be observed in different circum-
stances where top-down predictions/biases come from past learn-
ing (long-term memory for familiar stimuli), past exposure (short-
term memory resulting in priming) or expectation (attention).
While the PC/BC model does not propose that cortical feedback
acts directly to inhibit predicted responses, it does still propose
that such suppression occurs (via lateral inhibition) and hence that
there should be a population of error-detecting nodes within each
cortical region. The behaviour of these error-detecting nodes has
previously been considered to be inconsistent with single-cell
physiology (Hamker, 2006; Koch & Poggio, 1999). However, the
presumption made by these objections to predictive coding is that
the top-down prediction is generally accurate and hence that the
response of the error-detecting nodes should generally be entirely
suppressed. In reality, completely accurate top-down predictions
may be rare and hence it may be more difﬁcult to identify a sepa-
rate error-detecting node population. To illustrate this issue,
Fig. 12 shows the behaviour of both error-detecting nodes (in theTime
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linear PC/BC model, and (b) and (d) the nonlinear PC/BC model. The responses shown
prediction node whose response was recorded, with changing spatial attention, in
this ﬁgure). The value of zero on the y-axis is indicated by the thin horizontal lines in
itions plotted in Figs. 3 and 6, however, note that the ‘‘poor” and ‘‘pref” stimuli refer
e tuning properties of the error-detecting nodes recorded in this ﬁgure.
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spatial attention reported in Section 3.1.1 (top row of Fig. 12)
and during the simulation of the effects of featural attention re-
ported in Section 3.1.3 (bottom row of Fig. 12).
Initially the response of the error-detecting nodes is large due to
there being no top-down prediction when the stimulus ﬁrst ap-
pears. In the nonlinear model this error value is approximately
equal to 1

and is thus very large given the value of this parameter
used in these simulations. However, a smaller peak error can be
obtained by using a larger value of  and similar behaviour of the
prediction node (to that shown in Fig. 3c and 6c) can be obtained
by adjusting other parameters. At later times, as the prediction
nodes provide a better prediction of their inputs, the response of
the error-detecting node becomes smaller. If the prediction node
responses perfectly predicted the input then in the linear model
the response of the error-detecting node would tend towards zero,
whereas in the nonlinear model the response of the error-detecting
node would become equal to one (except when the bottom-up in-
put was zero in which case the response of the error-detecting
node would also be zero). The selectivities of the prediction nodes
in the simulated networks do not enable the stimuli to be repre-
sented without error, hence this ideal situation is never realised.
Rather each error-detecting node shows highest response to one
of the two stimuli presented in isolation and lowest response to
the other stimulus in isolation. The highest sustained response
from each error-detecting node is similar in magnitude to the re-
sponse of the prediction nodes (recorded in Figs. 3 and 6) to their
preferred stimuli. As with the prediction nodes, when the pair of
stimuli are presented the responses of the error-detecting nodes
are intermediate between the responses generated by the stimuli
in isolation. In contrast to the prediction node responses, the er-
ror-detecting node responses are not strongly affected by atten-
tion. It is clear from comparing the top row of Fig. 12 with Fig. 3
and the bottom row of Fig. 12 with Fig. 6, that the error-detecting
node responses have very similar characteristics to the prediction
node responses. It is therefore conceivable that these separate pop-
ulations of cortical neurons have been recorded in single-cell phys-
iology experiments, but that they have not been identiﬁed as
distinct.
If populations of error-detecting and prediction nodes do exist
in cortex, then the model would predict that the main distinguish-
ing characteristic of the error-detecting nodes is their lack of atten-
tional modulation. Another difference could be measured by
recording cells during a perceptual learning experiment. The re-
sponse of a prediction node selective to a particular stimulus
should become stronger as it is trained to become even more selec-
tive to that stimulus. In contrast, error-detecting node responses
should decrease during such training as the prediction nodes learn
to generate better predictions. It is also possible that predictive
coding could be implemented in cortex without the need for a sep-
arate population of error-detecting nodes. Instead the selective
suppression of speciﬁc inputs to prediction nodes could be
achieved via inhibitory contacts targeting the dendrites of predic-
tion nodes (Spratling & Johnson, 2001, 2002, 2003). The question
of whether error-detection nodes exist or if their functionality is
achieved via dendritic computation is a matter for empirical re-
search. In either case, the removal of the effects of lateral inhibition
should cause prediction nodes to show increased response to spe-
ciﬁc stimulus features rather than simply causing a general dis-
inhibition to all stimuli. Such effects have been recorded in cortical
area TE (Wang, Fujita, & Murayama, 2000). Another prediction aris-
ing from this form of inhibition is illustrated in the second column
of Fig. 10. If attention leads to the binding of certain image features,
it should also result in the binding together of unattended image
features. The standard mechanism of competition, as employed
in most other models of biased competition, would predict thatall possible bindings, except the attended one, would remain
equally active.
4.3. Future work
No attempt has been made in the PC/BC model to simulate the
response time course of cortical cells. Hence, it is not at all surpris-
ing that there are discrepancies between the simulated and empir-
ical data shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 6. In all these simulations the
initial, transient, response generated by the model is signiﬁcantly
different from that generated in the cortical cells, while the re-
sponse of the model following the initial transient more accurately
models the empirical data. Speciﬁcally, in all three experiments the
response to the pair of stimuli initially exceeds the response gener-
ated by the preferred stimulus presented in isolation. Furthermore,
in Fig. 4 the transient response to the pair of stimuli increases as
the contrast of the poor stimulus increases. In contrast, the physi-
ological data shows increasing the contrast of the poor stimulus,
suppresses the response over the entire time period. Another dis-
crepancy between the temporal response proﬁles measured from
the model and the response histograms of the empirical data are
the more rapid decay in the response to the poor stimulus in the
model compared to the data.
Hence, one aim of future research might be to improve the tem-
poral response characteristics of the model. One simple method of
doing this might be to smooth the simulated response proﬁle by
taking the average response within a ﬁnite time window. Such
temporal averaging is used to generate response histograms from
the raw spike counts in the physiological experiments. Another is-
sue is that of propagation delays along axons. Currently in the
model there are no time delays, but these are likely to have a sig-
niﬁcant effect on the temporal response proﬁle. Finally, in the ret-
ina predictive coding is believed to operate in both the spatial and
temporal domains (Srinivasan et al., 1982). The current PC/BC
model does not consider predictive coding in the temporal domain.
However, incorporating such temporal predictions would be likely
to have a signiﬁcant effect on the temporal response characteristics
of the model. Such temporal predictions could be incorporated into
the model by allowing prediction nodes to be self-excitatory.
Hence, past activity of the prediction nodes would provide predic-
tions about future inputs.
5. Conclusions
Predictive coding hypothesises that cortical feedback connec-
tions act to suppress information predicted by higher-level cortical
regions, so that only the residual error between the top-down pre-
diction and the bottom-up input is propagated from one cortical
region to the next along a processing pathway. In contrast, biased
competition proposes that cortical feedback acts to enhance stim-
ulus-driven neural activity that is consistent with top-down pre-
dictions and that this enhancement of activity can in turn affect
the outcome of competition occurring within each cortical region.
In terms of the role of cortical feedback connections, these two
models thus appear to be diametrically opposed. However, it is
shown in this article that the mathematical model underlying pre-
dictive coding can be reinterpreted as a form of biased competition
model. To demonstrate that this reinterpreted model can perform
biased competition, it has been used to successfully simulate a
number of single-cell electrophysiological experiments in the
attention domain, which have previously been explained in terms
of the biased competition model. Furthermore, nonlinear modiﬁca-
tions to the reformulated predictive coding model have been pro-
posed that improve its performance in simulating the empirical
data and in addition improve the stability of the algorithm. The
proposed nonlinear algorithm also enables the reinterpreted pre-
M.W. Spratling / Vision Research 48 (2008) 1391–1408 1407dictive coding model of biased competition to provide a theoretical
explanation for the role of attention in solving the binding
problem.
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